It has been recently proved that the redundancy r of any discrete memoryless source satis es r 1 , H p N , where p N is the least likely source letter probability. This bound is achieved only by sources consisting of two letters. We prove a sharper bound if the number of source letters is greater than two. Also provided is a new upper bound on r, as function of the two least likely source letter probabilities which improve on previous results.
Introduction
Let S = fa 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a N g be a discrete source with N letters and let p k denote the probability of letter a k , 1 k N. We assume, without loss of generality, that p 1 p 2 : : : p N . Let C = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x N g be a code for source S and let n 1 n 2 : : : n N be the codeword lengths. Codeword x i encodes the letter a i , for i = 1 ; 2; : : : ; N . The length vector o f a c o d e C is the vector n 1 ; n 2 ; : : : ; n N . The Hu man encoding algorithm 6 provides an optimal pre x code C for the source S. The encoding is optimal in the sense that codeword lengths minimize the redundancy r, de Indeed, any binary source 1 , p N ; p N satis es 1 with equality. If the source is not binary, the bound 1 is no more the best possible. In this paper we derive upper bounds on r as function of p N when additional information on the total number of source letters is known.
We prove that for N 3 the following bound, as function of the least likely source letter probability, holds: We also present three tight upper bounds as function of the least likely source letter probability, when it is known that there are exactly three, four and ve source letters.
Finally, w e use 3 to obtain an upper bound as function of the two least likely source letter probabilities which improves Yeung's bound 2.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some de nitions and results. In Section 3 we provide tight upper bounds as function of p N for the special cases N = 3 ; 4; 5. By using these bounds, in Section 4 we prove 3. Finally, i n Section 5 we prove the upper bound on r, as function of p N,1 and p N .
Preliminaries
In this section we present some de nitions and results, that will be useful in the rest of the paper.
An Hu man code can be represented as a rooted tree in which each source letter corresponds to a leaf on the tree and where the associated codeword is the sequence of labels on the path from root to leaf. The code tree is generated by the Hu man algorithm. Each i n ternal node in the code tree has a probability de ned as the sum of the probabilities of his two c hildren. The external nodes have the probability of the corresponding source letter. Gallager 4 proved that an Hu man code tree has the sibling property, i.e. each node, except the root, has a sibling and all nodes can be listed in order of decreasing probability with each node being adjacent to its sibling. We n umber all the nodes, except the root, using the sibling property, so that for each k; k = 1 ; : : : ; N, 1, nodes 2k , 1 and 2k are siblings, and the probability of a node i is greater than the probability o f n o d e i + 1, for each i = 1 ; : : : ; 2N , 3 . Let q i be the probability o f n o d e i; i = 1 ; : : : ; 2N , 2. The list q 1 ; : : : ; q 2N,3 ; q 2N,2 is called the sibling list 4 .
Let u b e a n o d e a t l e v el l in the Hu man code tree, and v a n o d e a t l e v el l + 
An upper bound when N = 3
In this section we derive the upper bound as function of the least likely source letter probability, for ternary sources. This concludes the proof. Bound 12 is depicted in Figure 2 .
An upper bound when N=5
In this section we consider sources consisting of ve source letters and derive an upper bound as function of the least likely source letter probability. From conditions of this case we get p N y 4 This concludes the proof.
Bound 17 is depicted in Figure 3 .
A simple but tedious calculus shows that the functions that represents the bound 6 w ould have a redundancy r 0 greater than the redundancy r of the source S. Thus a source with maximum redundancy, among all sources satisfying the constraints of this case, for a xed value of the least likely source letter probability p 6 , has p 5 = p 6 . Hence the maximum redundancy is equal to the redundancy of a source consisting of ve letters whose least likely source letter probability i s p 4 . F rom Lemma 4 the redundancy of a source of ve letters whose least likely source letter probability i s p 4 , is less than the redundancy of a source of three letters whose least likely source letter probability i s p 4 . On the other hand p 4 
